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About the Author 461
A wireless network is a computer network that uses wireless data connections between network nodes. Wireless networking is a method by which homes, telecommunications networks and business installations avoid the costly process of introducing cables into a building, or as a connection between various equipment locations. Wireless telecommunications networks are generally implemented and administered using radio communication. This implementation takes place at the physical level (layer) of the OSI Stay connected anywhere with high speed Mobile Internet service on the TELUS 4G network. Find the best wireless internet plan and stick, hub, or hotspot for you. Mobile Internet. Need to connect 1 device, or up to 32? No problem. Our Mobile Internet devices go with our Mobile Internet plans so youâ€™re always connected, wherever you go. Smart Hub. LTE Advanced Enabled: LTE Cat 6 allows users to experience download speeds up to 300Mbps and upload speeds up to 50Mbps.